Encore Discovery Solution

The Encore Discovery Solution is geared for library user success
by providing a single search for all kinds of local and electronic
collections as well as opportunities for social interaction. Encore
offers the only discovery solution that puts local collections and
digital content on equal footing – so users never miss a thing.

“We’re great fans of the new seamless
and intuitive OverDrive integration which
allows our patrons to easily discover,
checkout, hold, download and track
OverDrive eBooks in Encore.”

With a single relevance-ranked set of articles, eResources, eBooks,
and print materials, plus harvested digital collections & institutional
repositories, users will discover first-rate results and content from
their first search forward. With full integration with the LSP/ILS,
libraries can provide sophisticated, real-time information to their
users no matter the source.

“Print, archival, and electronic resources
fold together in Encore. Our digital
collections are spread across four data
platforms but are brought together in a
single Encore search.”

— Eeva Stierwalt,
ILS Solutions Specialist
London Public Library (Canada)

— DeeAnn Allison,
Professor and Director of Computing
University of Nebraska-Lincoln

The Power of Partnership
The Encore Discovery Solution offers a superior discovery
experience that takes users where they want to go – from
helpful reviews from their peers, to hard-to-find books
from partner libraries, to immediate full text access to
articles and eBooks. Innovative has worked extensively
with customers and partners such as EBSCO Information
Services to improve the user experience and search flow.
Add in user personalization features and real-time status
and metadata from LSP/ILS integration, and you have the
most complete discovery platform on the market.
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Article, eBook, and social content in one discovery environment.
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Encore Duet
Encore Duet brings users the most comprehensive collection of fulltext articles available from EBSCO Discovery Service™ (EDS). EDS is the
largest, most encompassing single index of the world’s literature, with
tens of thousands of participating publishers and other
partner resources.

3M Cloud Library and OverDrive eBook Integration
Library users can initiate eBook checkouts and place holds for eBooks
directly in the Encore environment. Encore also displays the status of
eBook materials to logged-in users and provides the same information
in the patron account view. All at no additional cost for 3M Cloud Library
and OverDrive users!

ChiliFresh Social Ratings and Reviews
ChiliFresh in Encore empowers social interaction with the library with
a rich database of trusted ratings and reviews written by library users
from around the world. Encore displays patron ratings and reviews in the
initial results set and at the item level, and invites users to add ratings
and reviews of their own!

Features
• Single search
• RightResult™ relevance ranking
• Combined facets for local and
EDS content
• Real-time patron information
• Bookcart for books and articles
• Sierra/Millennium integration

Content
• Articles, books, eBooks,
and more
• Social ratings and reviews
• Local digital collections and
repositories
• 3M, ChiliFresh, EBSCO and
OverDrive integration
•

All Types of Libraries
Encore’s flexibility of content and rich features make it a perfect fit for any
type of library. With one search, undergraduates may discover a relevant
book on reserve, an article by their professor in a local repository, or a local
archival image that augments their report. Scholars can rely on the depth
and sophistication of article integration with specialized facets that help them
dig deep into their subject. Public library users will find more popular titles,
more quickly, than in any other discovery solution. Encore offers 3M Cloud
Library and OverDrive content perfect for public libraries, and full, real-time
integration of their print and eBook lending in a single personalized view.
Special libraries will be able to keep their local collections front-and-center by
adding local treasures such as image and archival collections.

Superior Discovery Experience
Encore provides a superior discovery experience and takes users where
they want to go – from helpful reviews from their user peers, to hardto-find books from partner libraries, to immediate full-text access to
articles and eBooks. User success begins with Encore.
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For detailed pricing and
packaging information:
email: info@iii.com
call: 510.655.6200
on the web: iii.com

Discover more at:

iii.com
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